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Anti-Fascist Leader All-But-Admits to Have Created
Illegal Atmosphere of Intolerance among Anti-White Groups

On Sunday, June 26, 2016, members of the Traditionalist Worker Party and the Golden State Skinheads rallied together at the California State Capitol in Sacramento to “protest against globalization and in defense of the right to free expression.” Members of both white rights activist groups – as well as the media present – were violently attacked by counter-protesters who have been linked to extremist and leftist causes.

This widely-publicized event has taken on a life of its own in the mainstream and social medias. Not only has evidence surfaced indicating that the violent and bloody attack per-meditated, but also that its planning viciously anticipated injuries (or worse) against the pro-whites peacefully assembled. The fact that these anti-white groups have been found online to have been raising funds for their anticipated legal defense weeks in advance proves pre-meditated plans for violence.

Pictures on social media even show incriminating images of counter-protesters wielding chains attached to padlocks. Why else would they need funds to bail people out of jail and hire lawyers, unless they knew they would be doing something that rational society would view as being illegal? If only the counter-protesters had planned a civilized approach to the discussion, none of these concerns would even be discussed.

The National Socialist Movement extends our heart-felt best wishes towards our pro-white comrades who bravely stood their ground, but yet were injured in this completely unwarranted melee. Conversely, the NSM condemns anti-white hate-mongers who illegally attacked these white civil rights activists. They appear to have come looking for blood, but were bled out.

We will continue to be one of the most vocal elements in this public discussion, especially regarding the specific details that have been confirmed regarding the aggressors. Such acts against the freedom of speech – and white people in-general – will not be tolerated in any modern society.